Our 2nd Danish
hunter, Kenneth,
had way too efficient
of a hunt with
guide Cass.
– book caribou –

Repeat hunter
Jay, Florida,
did well on a
large moose
and big caribou.
(Guide Tom)

OUR GUIDE GALLERY

South Nahanni

Georg,
Germany,
didn’t think the camping was
much fun, but look at that
awesome, ancient moose!
(Guide Stacey)

Jay Molnar

Stacey Keeler

OUTFITTERS

Tom Wood

Die Hart Schaupp
Harald Rocca

After his first hunt
with us, seeing a
lot of moose but
no trophy, repeat
hunter Tim,
Minnesota, did
it all: wolf, moose,
caribou. (Guides
Hart and Rob)
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Rob Brown

Pilot Barry

Cass Caron
Ron Tait
Zach Bowen

Gerald, Austria, had a
busy week on his 14-day
hunt. Look at his trophies!
(Guide Rob)

SNO helicopter GHDD,
Chico and Rhianna
Pilot Rhianna Rasmusson
Vince van Delft, Packer

Hans, Austria, enjoyed a great
mixed bag hunt with good
weather and big trophies. –
book caribou – (Guide Zach)

Vero and Emily, cooks
Sean Dog, Grill Master
Andi

Father Wolfgang
and daughter
Bibiane explored
the usually
moose ridden
‘Hellhole‘ with
guide Tom.

Outfitter Werner Aschbacher

Sepp, Germany, and guide Hart managed
to take one of ‘The Burn’s’ monster
moose, we keep seeing from the air.
– record book –
Werner, Anika, Lynette, Sunny and Lukas

Several repeats
hunter Heribert,
Germany, came
for another South
Nahanni adventure
– for the hunt, the
game, the fun and
the excitement of
it all! (Guide Rob)

“OK boys, how are we all going to fit?”

Above the Thundercloud Valley near Little Dall

When it’s hard for two Austrians
to lift one wolf, it’s BIG.”
(Andi and Werner, guide Sunny)

Gerhard, Germany, had a nicely
rounded hunt with good trophies and great scenery! (Guide Stacey)
Delicious meals anywhere anytime –
Mountain House (Cass)

Outfitter Sunny Petersen

“I think they are coming!” (Harald)

“Perfect. Just perfect –
for moose hunting.” (Tom)

Werner and Sunny Aschbacher
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Jesús, Spain, tried very hard on a wolf
in addition to his moose. (Guide Ron)

In Base Camp – Juniper, Tom and Cass

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

> CANADA

Fast and efficient
as we like it –
Louis, Alabama,
with a one day ram.
(Guide Cass)

2014 SEASON GALLERY

Repeat hunter
Jürgen, Germany,
took sheep hunting
into stride as the
moose hunt before.
(Guide Rob)

After seven hard days of
hunting, Karl, Alabama,
found a 163 inch B&C
ram with guide Harald!
– Book Ram –
With retirement, Paul, Switzerland,
is embarking on new challenges like
a Grand Slam and a hog of a Dall.
(Guide Stacey)

Darren, Saskatchewan – from
the flatlands to the mountain
tops for a nice ram. (Guide Tom)

Brothers Russ
and Greg,
North Dakota,
had an amazing
hunt with guide
Cass, taking
huge sheep and
caribou just
short of book.

An impressive 12-year
old, lamb tipped ram
early in the hunt led to
an archery caribou for
Alan, Minnesota.
(Guide Stacey)

Jörg, Germany, with a first day
ram and a beautiful caribou hunt.
(Guides Werner and Tom)

Beautiful weather
– great sheep
hunting – good
effort. Andreas,
Germany
(Guide Stacey)

Carl, Texas, took his son Dagan on
a great sheep adventure. Dagan’s
comment: “I used to see someone’s
sheep trophy and not think much of
it, but now I know what it means to
go up that mountain and get one.”
(Guide Rob)

Repeat hunter
Jake, Illinois,
filmed by
brother Ty,
managed to
get the hog of
a moose that
he primarily
came for.
(Guide Jay)

Lance, Minnesota, had to hunt hard
and long for the elusive Dall ram,
but it was so worth it! (Guide Tom)
5 times repeat hunter Hellmuth,
Germany, was hampered by snow
and fog for sheep and goat, but
this moose made it all worth it –
once again. (Guide Tom)
Repeat hunter Marwan,
Lebanon, turned his goat hunt
into a mixed bag. (Guide Rob)

Sheep hunting is hard
enough without
putting it on television,
but Taylor and Matt,
Ontario, accomplished
just that for “The
Canadian Tradition“.
(Guide Cass)

Marc, Germany, had
dreamed of a Dallsheep
hunt since the age of 10!
Talk about fulfilling a dream
– with giant blisters to
boot! (Guide Tom)

Thank you all – hunters, guides, pilots, cooks, guests –
for another wonderful season! Good hunting to you!

Coming back from a long day
(Manfred)

Outfitter groaning – loading Stacey’s pack
Spike camp accommodations.

Still growing into it

“29 or 39 – as long as he is 9.” (Werner)

When son Marc decided
to go on this hunt,
Hans (75) wasn’t staying
home. What a great old
ram! (Guide Werner)
Misty morning in base camp

For all of you who
aren’t Austrian by
birth: this is a
marmot, taken on
a family hunt by
outfitter Werner.
(Guides Sunny
and Anika)

Andreas, Germany,
showed a great one-day
effort for an ancient Dall!
(Guide Rob)

Mackenzie Mountain Hilton

Udo, Germany,
showed everyone
what hunting
is all about:
The Hunt.
We would have
liked for you to
take a 2nd and 3rd
animal though!
(Guide Jay)

Father Manfred and
daughter Désirée, Germany,
had moose perseverance,
BIG ram luck, record book
caribou and fun. (Guides
Hart, Stacey and Zach)

Three great trophies on a sheep
hunt was no problem for our first
client from the Philippines – Jess! (Guide Cass)
A South Nahanni pick up

Repeat hunter
Knuth, Germany,
successfully mixed
an easy going
attitude with some
luck, some hard
work and a nice
set of trophies.
(Guide Stacey)

Everyone
was jealous of
your ram,
Chris, Texas!
– record book
(COVER) –
(Guide Ron)

A hard hunt that resulted in taking
a great ram! Jeff, North Dakota.
(Guide Stacey)

“They came for me, after all!” (Marwan)

Johann, Germany, young,
fit and ready for sheep
and caribou! (Guide Tom)

“The deed is done.” (Cass and Russ)

Father Endre and
son Adam, British Columbia, shared an
exciting experience with big rams, four trophies, wolf attack and much more! (Guide Rob)
Is Rob still walking? Yes, but no.

Johann and Tom modelling for
‘Men for the Mountains’

